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We offer flexible engagement models that help you to maximize the productivity and minimize risks.

Learn more








AllAll services


Technology strategy consultingPlan out and execute mission-critical projects with confidence




Solution designDevelop a detailed roadmap towards your new capabilities




Emerging technology engineeringGain a competitive advantage through early technology adoption




Distributed engineeringAccelerate implementation using word class engineering teams




Managed servicesImprove your operations using a global managed services network




Startup acceleratorAccelerate sustainable business growth with emerging technologies




Customer-focused deliveryDiscover how our customer-focused delivery model drives innovative solutions for business growth




Global team augmentationHire an experienced software development team for your project or product










Solutions






Digital transformation



Operational managementTransform your supply chain and manufacturing operations using cloud, IoT, data, and AI.




Marketing technologyTransform your marketing operations and customer experiences with data-driven process and decision automation.




Data and analyticsEnable advanced analytics, data science, and AI all across your enterprise using cloud data platforms.




Digital customer experienceCreate advanced omni-channel digital experience platforms using the best open source and proprietary technologies.




Engineering and ITEmbrace digital transformation and boost your team’s output with DevOps practices and cloud infrastructure.




Enterprise securityAchieve holistic, automated protection across the enterprise ecosystem. DevOps, cloud, governance, platform security, operational anomaly detection and quality.




Composable commerceAdopt a composable commerce approach and MACH architecture for optimized business flexibility and differentiated customer experience









Artificial Intelligence



AI-powered data analyticsGet to insights faster with data analytics and artificial intelligence, made accessible on a natural language interface




Conversational AIConversational systems change how we work, learn, shop, and play.




Generative AI ProductivityReinvent productivity with AI. Automate routine tasks and business processes, and boost employee productivity using generative AI




Generative AI for imagesCreate unique customer-facing interfaces and high quality images, and boost visual content creation productivity using generative AI









Application development



Application modernizationAccelerate digital transformation through microservices, containers, and cloud-native stack.




Customer loyalty platformBoost conversions, attract and retain customers with an engaging loyalty program.




Inventory managementProvide fast access to inventory information across channels.




Oracle ATG replatformingGrow with unified commerce, omnichannel CX, composable commerce, cloud infrastructure, and microservices.




Pricing engineMaximize conversion and profits with an omnichannel pricing and promotions.




Unified commerceEngage customers with a frictionless experience across multiple channels.









Big data



Analytics platformManage enterprise data assets, migrate from on-premise EDW to cloud, and improve data quality.




Cloud-agnostic semantic layerBridge the gap between complex datasets and actionable insights with a unified semantic layer, providing a single, consolidated view of metrics for all data consumers




Data governancePrevent a data lake from turning into a data swamp




Data qualityAutomatically detect data corruption and prevent it from spreading.




IoT platformAccelerate the development of IoT analytics and smart manufacturing solutions with a platform that provides data collection, processing, and edge deployment capabilities out of the box.




ML platformScale machine learning in the enterprise, adopt MLOps, and boost the quality of insights. Deploy anywhere.




Machine learning OpsConsistently deliver actionable insights.




Stream processingAchieve real time insights and increase decision making speed with stream analytics.









Cloud & DevOps



Cloud migrationBoost enterprise agility and increase reliability of applications and data analytics by migrating to the cloud.




Continuous deliveryIncrease speed to market while raising quality and reducing cloud costs.




Microservices platformGet to insights faster and achieve greater business impact.









Data science & ML



Anomaly detectionMinimize risks in your customer-facing, manufacturing, and IT operations.




Customer intelligence and personalizationOptimize billions of personalization micro-decisions.




Fraud detection and preventionProtect your applications and services from fraud using AI.




Marketing spend optimizationOptimally allocate budgets across marketing channels.




Predictive maintenancePrevent failures and reduce operational and maintenance costs using data science and machine learning.




Pricing optimization platformPrice and promotion predictions management using econometrics and ML.




Supply chain optimizationOptimize hundreds of supply chain decisions using AI and simulations.




Trade promotion optimizationAdopt a scientific approach to trade promotion management.




Visual Quality ControlAutomate challenging quality control scenarios using state-of-the-art AI methods









Quality



Continuous performance testingCatch performance issues before they hit production.




Quality automationWhere high quality and efficiency meet.




Test data managementEnabling efficient QA automation with test data.




Test driven developmentTest and develop software at the same time.




Voice applications testingA blueprint for testing voice applications.









Search



Visual searchLet shoppers find products they’re looking for in a snap – even the things they can’t name.




Lucidworks ServicesDeliver the AI-powered personalization that drives truly compelling customer experiences




Endeca replatformingEndeca is now a legacy and stays on the way of innovation, business agility and resilience.




Open source search enginesUpgrade your search system to a scalable, cloud-ready open source solution.




Search performance engineeringBoost the scalability and performance of your Solr or Elasticsearch implementation




Semantic vector searchAddress trickiest of queries with the next-generation semantic vector search




Smart autosuggestSeamlessly enable customers to explore your catalog with smart autosuggest









UI & mobile



Augmented realityAugmented reality is changing mobile apps.




Cross-platform mobile appsBuild fast, personalized cross-platform mobile apps. Reduce development costs and improve customer experience.




Micro frontendsRedesign or create new enterprise-size applications with modern technology stacks and robust architecture.




Mobile testingHigh performing apps require superior mobile testing.




Progressive Web AppsCreate app-like experiences for mobile users without several dedicated apps. Build Progressive Web Apps.




Web applications performance optimizationDeliver a downright delightful UX, rank high in search and optimize overall system performance efficiency









All solutions


All Starter kits








Industries
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For clients across many industries, we offer flexible engagement models that help to maximize the productivity and minimize risks.

START JOURNEY








AllIndustries


Digital commerce


Retail and brands


Pharma and life sciences


Manufacturing


Media, hi-tech and telecom


Finance and insurance


Energy and utility








About






About us


Leadership


In the news


Global offices


Events



Dynamic talksDynamic Talks is a virtual and physical event series focused on technology and digital transformation trends




ConferencesMeet us at conferences and public events




Community eventsLocal IT communities, hackathons, and university programs















Partnerships


Insights






Articles



Digital transformation


Data science & AI


Cloud and DevOps


Quality


Big data


Search


UI & mobile


Omnichannel commerce


Supply chain


Advanced manufacturing


Series


Authors


Global talent acquisition







White Papers


Solution briefs


Case studies


Ebooks


Newsletters


Videos


Demos








Careers
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Are you one of the top 10% in your field? Do you have a passion for technology and want to make a difference? If so, we are looking for you!

DISCOVER OPENINGS








AllCareers


Discover openingsFind an opportunity in your area




Work perksCommunity, charity, sports parties and more!




Why join our teamLearn what makes Grid Dynamics a top employer of choice




LocationsLearn more about our offices worldwide




Growth opportunitiesAdvance your skills and master new technologies




Global mobilityDiscover our relocation options worldwide










Investors
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            NASDAQ CM: GDYN        

        
            $11.75        

        
            Apr 8, 2024 4:00 PM EDT        

    











AllInvestors


Press releases


Events


Corporate governance


Financial information


FAQ


GigaCube Growth Framework








Get in touch
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	Facebook
	LinkedIn
	Instagram
	YouTube
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+1 (650) 523-5000
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5000 Executive Parkway, Suite 520, San Ramon, CA 94583








Privacy Policy




Terms & Conditions
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            Watch presentation on our Generative AI capabilities        
        
            Watch presentation on our Generative AI capabilities        

        
            

            
                
                    
                

            

        

        

                                        

		
		
    
         404 

         Sorry, we could not find the page you were looking for 

        
             The page you are looking for might have been removed or is temporary unavailable. 

            Try visiting our Home page. 

        

    






    
        
            

    
        Get in touch

        We'd love to hear from you. Please provide us with your preferred contact method so we can be sure to reach you.

        


 















    
        
            First name*
            
        

    
 
    
        
            Last name*
            
        

    


 

    
        
            E-mail*
            
        

    
 
    
        
            Phone
            
        

    


 

    
        
            Job title*
            
        

    
 
    
        
            Company*
            
        

    


 


    How did you hear about us?*
    
Word of mouth
Google
Blog
Online Ads
Social Media
Website
Event


    
        

        

    





    What are you interested in?*
    
Request for services
Alliance / Partnerships
Investor relations
Offering my product/service
Media inquiry
Careers / Employment verification
Report an issue


    
        

        

    





    Message
    







    
        
            
                
                I have read and accepted the  Terms & Conditions and  Privacy Policy.*
            
        
    




    
        I allow Grid Dynamics to contact me.*
    




    
        Subscribe to our latest insights & events
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                        follow up to email alerts                     
                    if you would like to receive information related to press releases, investors relations, and regulatory filings.                
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                        Thank you for getting in touch with Grid Dynamics!

                        Your inquiry will be directed to the appropriate team and we will get back to you as soon as possible.
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                        Something went wrong...

                        There are possible difficulties with connection or other issues. 

                                        Please try again after some time.

                        Retry
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				Copyright © 2024 Grid Dynamics Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Grid Dynamics Holdings, Inc. (“Grid Dynamics”) is publicly traded on the Nasdaq Stock Market (ticker symbol GDYN) and has its headquarters in San Ramon, California. Beijing Teamsun Technology Co., Ltd. (“Beijing Teamsun”), a Chinese company, is a minority shareholder, beneficially owning approximately 20.0% of the shares of Grid Dynamics through a subsidiary. The precise ownership percentage of Beijing Teamsun may fluctuate and is updated regularly in Grid Dynamics’ filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (available at https://griddynamics.com/investors and at www.sec.gov); Grid Dynamics anticipates that Beijing Teamsun’s ownership level will not exceed approximately 20.0%.


			

						

										

			




	
	
    
    






























			
			




    

    	